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FDI has decided to expand
the scope of its coverage. As a
result of strong support we have
received from around the world,
we have so much material to
print, that it has become
incumbent upon us to increase the
number of pages in our issue.
Many of our readers have also
submitted pictures for publi-
cation. Unfortunately, most of
the pictures that we receive are
in color. Although we hope to
eventually print in color, our
present finances dictate that we
print in black and white at least
for the time being.

In addition, in upcoming
issues we will be including a
special footbag department. As a
result of having experienced
first hand the Hacky Sack and
Frisbee Festival held here in San
Diego On July 7th, the unique
bond between footbag and disc has
become increasingly apparent.
The two sports seem to complement
one another quite well.

Accordingly, we would like
to thank all those who have
submitted articles, pictures, and
other information to date, and
extend a warm invitation to those
who would like to submit material
in the future about disc or
footbag. Please send all mate-
rials to:

FLYING DISC ILLUSTRATED
P.O. BOX 99118

SAN DIEGO, CA 92109

be heard with a
in Flying Disc

Classifieds can be
purchased for 25 cents per word
(minimum $2.00). All words over
50 for l0 cents per word. Send
check or money order to:

Let your word
classified ad
Illustrated.

FDI CLASSIFIED
P.O. BOX 99118

SAN DIEGO, CA 92109 
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catches some“Bucky”
“spinning guitus” catch.
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L FLYING DISC ILLUSTRATED

lt’s a classic
BY LARY DEVORE

f any tournament on the
West Coast,evokes images of

,__mWNfim”%wA. . Ml _- ultimate for the sheer fun
.-_.x.. O‘

V

° of it, that tournament is the.-
‘C"’

e_ Vi»

Santa Barbara Classic. Thin
"‘ ‘ ' " —‘

" year's event, held over the
,M,,l . .

Memorial Day weekend added to
Santa Barbara's reputation as the
premier ultimate town in the
west. Thirty one teams competed
in the Classic, including an
unprecedented ten women's teams.
The weather was mild, although
Sunday felt like a Summer day in
a Louisiana bayou. The three—day
tournament format allowed for
longer rests between games which
increased the playing intensity.

As it turned out, Santa
Barbara dominated their own
tournament by winning both men's
and women's divisions over the
Boulder Stains and Eugene Dark
Star respectively. Congratula—
tions are in order for the
Condors and for Tom Kennedy for
putting on such a well organized
tournament; for the sheer fun of
it.
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  Johan Lindgren guards one of the Finnish women during the first _ua'no.
 

BY JOHAN LIDGRE
he games were held in } '

Sundsvall, on the Swedish .

East Coast about 400 kilo- »\ Santa Barbara Condor makes a divnm

 

 

meters north Of St0Ckh0lma On 2 catch in the tinal game against thu-
April 29. That's usually a quite 4 nomdersrams.
cold time of year. This year we 3  -Ze-—

were lucky. Spring had come 2 m§k€_ it t0 5UndSVall- The
early in Sweden. Today, the 2 Finnish men did not want to come
temperature exceeded twenty deg— 3 Unless the Women's team Could
fees Celsius, n play also. There is no women's

At 12:00 we arrived at the E team in SUndSVall-
big stadium in Sundsvall and 9 For the team from Sundsvall,
prepared for the game, or rather u it was going to be the first
the games. First there was going 5 0Utd00f game Of Ultimate ever-
to be a game between the local 4 No outdoor tournament had been
men's team in Sundsvallz Slit 0 held previously. The nearest
och Slang Frisbee disc club, and
the Finnish women's team‘ This Some final round action in game between

.unusual combination came about Finland m“jSweden_ contnnued on page 6
when the Swedish women did not
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s a hopelessly dedicateddaultimate player contemlating
a stay in Europe, the disc

scene was definitely a question
that remained unanswered after
thumbing through an edition of
“Let's Go——Europe." Those con-
sidering the same sort of expe-
dition can be assured, however,
that the Frisbee is circulating
progressively in Europe, merely a
few years behind the U.S.

The third annual Interna-
tional Tournament was held April
2l—23 just outside of Paris upon
sixty acres of gorgeous sport
fields; Base de Loisir's.
Brought together were some twenty
teams from Sweden, Austria,
Switzerland, Germany, England,
Belgium, Holland, and France.

Serving as an occasional
translator during rule discus-
sions, I noticed the disagree-
ments seemed to be calmed a bit
by the delay of a translation.
Tempers were cooled by the time
it took to understand what the
call actually was.

The entire tournament was
well organized, from the
gymnasium floors for sleeping, to
the meals and banquets, to the
prizes and trophies for all
participating teams. Each team
played three or four games on
each of the first two days of the
tourney to determine the four
finalists.

The four teams that played
on the final day were from Sweden
"Westervick," Austria "Rush,"
France "Sun Frisbee Club," and
the U.K. "Acton Tennants."
Sweden lined up against Austria
in the final game and walked away
with first place honors by a four

2

21-22-23 AVRIL84
3°” TOURNUI

INTERNATIONAL
D E F R I S B E E

BASE llE LBISIBSZ-TCHETEIL
mum 3 Jonas nt Ifl H. A 18 H.
Ill] RENCIINIRES Ill FRISBEE-IJHIMAII

AI/EC IE5 MEIIIQUIES GGUIDES mondlales
Suede, Autriche, Suisse, Allemagne,

Angleterre, Belgique, Hollande, France.
Ermm yen: — nuvrm

organisation SUN FRISBEE CLUBde CRETEIL

PASTIS 5|
SAIHEI APPRECIEI ETCONSOMMEII AVEC MODEIIATION

  
    

 
°LETTERS°

Dear I.F.D.A.,
I am a severe disc head with

a notion for making artwork of
discs (i.e. welding, shaping,
sewing, wearing, etc.). By wear-
ing, I mean approximately thirty
discs used in concert for a
Halloween costume--tradition for
the last three years. I am
twenty-seven years old about to
marry another disc head. I have
regularly attended many tourna-
ments since my big one; "Big
Belgium Open 80" traveling with
fourteen Americans to Jacques
Hostel in Namur, Belgium.

Fly on,
Dave "Delay" Bogenhagen

P.S. Interested in any pictures?
Absolutely. ED

SWHIIN
team to compete with is in
Stockholm. The Finnish women,
second in the world Championships

continued from
page 4

were quite sure of winning, and
so were we of losing deep down
inside.

we dominated the first half
and scored eight times in the
second half and our guests none,
so the game ended 15-2, a result
which the Finnish women were
quite surprised over. The teams
exchanged gifts; Finnish candy
and Swedish T-shirts.

In comes Sweden
and the real game
first we
hymns. The

and Finland
can begin, but

played the national
game was very close

all the way with the teams
exchanging goals one by one. At
the end of the first half,
Finland was in the lead with a
5-4 tally.

CORRECTION: LIZ APPLECATE was not
credited for her "winter
Crystal" in the Spring issue of F.D.1.
Regrets. ED.

article

 

FRANCE(conL)
The trophies were announced

and distributed as the mayor
shook hands with us for the
cameras. That evening we found
ourselves covered by three tele-
vision stations on the evening
news (not bad considering there
are only three in France).

In conclusion, if you find
yourself in Europe with an

interest in Frisbee and without a

contact, the central Universities
often have random posters
advertising the local teams.



1984 MAZDA |l.S. OPEN
7 1 his year's Mazda U.S. Openl took on a special twist.

The final day of the week
long event was combined with Los
Angeles' Hacky Sack and Frisbee
Festival. The result, a larger
crowd in attendance than the pre-
vious year; with over 10,000
people on hand Sunday to witness
the overall richest tournament of
1984.

Although the
competition greatly overshadowed
the festival events, the setting
provided a unique opportunity for
event goers to both watch and
participate in a wide array of
disc and Eootbag disciplines.
Fortunately, the week's festivi-
ties were blessed with blue skies
and high energy. we would like
to congratulate Judy Horowitz and
Scott Zimmerman, the overall
winners of the women's and open
competition respectively.

U.S. Open

SPONSORED BY:

DISCATHON
Men

lst Harvey Brandt, Ithaca, NY
2nd Leonard Muise, Berkeley, CA
3rd Erwin Velasquez, N. Plainfield, NJ
4th Don Wallace, San Diego, CA

Women

Tami Pellicane
Jennifer Jardine, San Diego, CA
Mary Lowry
Anni Kreml, San Diego, CA

SELF-CAUGHT FLIGHT
E2
15: Ron Cootes, Santa Clara, CA
2nd Scott Zimmerman 5 Snapper Pierson
3rd
4th Don Fogle, Seattle, WA

Women

wende Coates
Judy Horowitz
Bethany Porter, Milwaukee, VI 5 Mandy Carreiro,

Ithaca, NY

SCOTT
STARR
PHOTO

OVERALL
Men

lst Scott Zimmerman, Pasadena, CA
2nd Doug Branigan, Ft. Collins, CO
3rd Snapper Pierson, Coronado, CA
Ath Tom Krajna, Sarasota, FL

GOLF
Mer

Is: Steve Bentley, Pasadena, CA
2nd Sam Ferrans, La Hirada, CA
3rd Frank Aguilera, La Puente, CA
4th Geoff Lissaman. Altadena, CA

 
"Crazy" John Brooks removes some
plaque.

Homen

The

Judy Horowitz, Forest Hills, NY
Tami Pellicane, Gainesville, FL
Hary Lowry, Seattle, HA
Uende Coates, San Diego, CA

Vomen

Tami Pellicane
Judy Horowitz
Mary Lowry
Vanessa Chambers, Taylors, SC

- : \,
'..m=II.‘
_,.,<V_ ..\.,'-

“Radicals” pull off one of their
regulars flawlessly.

7

FOI
PHOTO



FREESTYLE
Men

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

DISTANCE
Men

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

SCOTT
STARR
PHOTO

ACCURACY
E Women
lst David Einsidler, Great Neck, NY Judy Horuxi[y
3nd Terry Thiele, Tempe, AZ Tani Pcllicnm»
3rd Mark Horn, Altadena, CA & Snapper Tita Ugalde, Les Angclv<_ LA
5”‘ Pierson Rita Duncan, Huntington 3»:.'u'l\, CA I. '.'.im-s.»_-

DOUBLE DISC COURT
Llfl Women
lst Mark Horn & Scott Zimmerman Diane Margulivs A Anni
2nd Snapper Pierson 6 Sean Sheldon, Judy Horowitz 8 Sue Be

a
L‘> C:Whittier, CA y.3rd Charlie & Harold Duvall, San Marino, Tami Pellicanu S Mandy Zarruiro :3

CA E
5 Dave Dunipace, Riverside, CA 8 Tim
Selinske, San Marino, CA

__‘Eh Bethany Porter A Titn Fggldo :3
LL

CHRIS
PERRY
PHOTO

sue Beukelman snags a catch that helped
her and her partner Judy Horowitz place
second

 
 

Women

Coloradicals (Bill Wright, Doug
Branigan, Rick Castiglia, Ft.
Collins, Colorado)
Bayou Blasters (Jim Schmal, Shreveport Judy Horowitz 8 Sue Beukelman, Portland. OR
LA 6 Deaton Mitchell, Baton Rouge, LA)
Peter Rosing, Joey Hudoklin, Larry
Imperiale, Santa Barbara, CA
John Brooks, Chip Bell, Danny
Sullivan, Santa Barbara, CA

Stacy Anderson 5 Carolyn Yabe, Ft. Collins, CO

Tami Pellicane, Mary Loury 6 Mandy Carreiro,

Hende Coates, Diane Margulies 6 Jennifer Jardine

Women
Tami Pellicane
Judy Horowitz
Bethany Porter
Anni Kreml

Joe Youngman, L'Anse. MI
Scott Zimmerman
Doug Bran igan
Andy Lemann, Milwaukee, HI

CHRIS
PERRY
PHOTO

Joe Youngman releases the winning
distance toss at the Mazda U.S. Open.

Contortionist Jim Schmal during open
finals at the Mazda U.S. Open.

 

 

 
CHRIS
PERRY
PHOTO

Wham—0 plastic put to the test during a

‘ ,

guts game at the Mazda U.S.Open.in women's freestyle division.
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Rocky Mountain Nationals

4! 
Jim Schmal makes a "bad attitude" catch
during his performance in Boulder.

.
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BY BILL WRIGHT

10
his event immediately fol-
lowed La Mirada on the
time schedule for free-

stylers. This was the beginning
of two straight weekends in a
total purse to freestylers of
$3000. There was also a golf
event with $500 prize money in
Ft. Collins. Turnout was low on
both the spectator and player
levels in Boulder.

The event ran very smoothly,
even though a Sunday afternoon
thundershower forced everyone
inside for the final routines.
Schmal and Mitchell were at home
on the gym floor and won
decisively over Branigan and
Imperiale. Yabe and Anderson, of
course took the women's division.

OPEN:
Schmal/Mitchell $270
Branigan/Imperiale $160
Brooks/Bell $l00
Anderson/Castiglia $90
Givens/wright $80
Klemmer/Caffery $70

WOMEN'S:
Anderson/Yabe $120
Carriero/Kahler $70

SeniorWorlds
by Theo Cade

e came from Finland,' California, Minnesota, New
York, Tennessee, and more.

Fathers and sons: Stork and
"Papa Jack" Roddick,
and “The Munch."

In the Grand Masters race,
the person to beat was Ron Widel.
Nidel was unbeatable again this
year for overall with firsts in
freestyle, DDC, and SCF. Roger
dorris set a new world record for
Brand Masters in distance at
95.62 meters.

Jack Roddick was the only
:ontestant in the Senior Grand
dasters class. Jack nonetheless
gushed himself in all events and
inspired us all in the ageless
athlete department.

In the Masters overall
:ategory, Phil Johnson took first
grize with 92 points. Dan Stork
Roddick nearly held on to his
:rown by scoring 91 points. Mark
Danna, Paul Thompson, and Ron
(ing all proved to be serious
:ontenders taking third, fourth,
and fifth places respectively.

The Seniors World Flying
Tournament is alive and

active and we look forward to
neeting and playing with all
newcomers and old timers in years
to come (send all new adresses to
Stork at Wham-0). Upcoming
zhampionship sites are:
L98S——Rochester, New York,
L986-—Minneapolis, Minnesota,
l987—-Santa Cruz, California

Roger Morris

Disc

Fouthag Fs..*um
fter
with Kenncorp Hacky

some question
the future of the

there was
our mind as to
Colorado

two years

Footboltz
affiliation and
other

to us
purchased the U.S.

when

fcotbag promoters.
issue became especially important

recently
and Canadian

Wham-O

and their
credibilitywith

This

rights to Hacky Sack.
Much

Colorado Footboltz
and Scott T.
by Wham-O to perform at six of
the twenty—five Hacky Sack and
Frisbee festivals across the
nation. In addition, we were the
only footbag team asked to pro-
promote and run one of the
festivals.

 

our

Cleere)

delight,

 
of working

Sack,
in

the
(Bill Bethurum

were chosen

By Bill Bethurum
and

Scott T. Cleere

been an
kicks and

travels have
endless episode of
delights. Coming into contact
with local clubs, organizations
and individuals has been an in-
valuable learning experience.
This exposure has further opened
our eyes to the common energy
shared by frisbee players and
sack enthusiasts around the
country.

The future of
is in the hands of the players.
The interest, enthusiasm, and
increased organization of footbag
games is the responsibility of
everyone who derives the joy and
spirit that embodies the sport.

Our

footbag games

We feel your energy and thank you
for it.

PHOTO
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FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:

SIPA SIPA FOOTBAC-S
‘I278 GLENNERYE
SUITE 96
LAC-UNA BEACH. CA

92651
(714) 497-6807

st?!“6123 The
Dancing
Foctbag  

introduces
theNEWEST HIGH
QUALITYFDOTBAG-~

BETTERBY DESIGN and ENJOYED
by bothrecreationalplayer
and professional alike.
EASIEST TO KICK.

.
.!

ITS PLASTIC BEADS MAKE IT
SOUND ANIMATED

. .

_'
ITS BRIGHT COLORS WITH
BLACK CONTRASTMAKE IT
HIGHLY VISIBLE

. .
.1

NO BREAK~IN NECESSARY
. .

.!
IT’S WASHABLE

. .
.1

SIPA SIP FOOTBAG
is the BEST FOOTBAGfor
thenew player and the
experiencedplayers
who want to get

 
 
 
  
 
  
  
 
 

 

MORE KICKS
out of Put on some tunes
their &
footbag Dance it around.’

  
‘ Copyngm 1984 Nara Lula, Inc

 



FDI: I'm sure that a lot of the people out
there are curious as to how you got the
nickname "Stork"?
STCRK: It was given to me during the first
game between Rutgers and Princeton, the first
intercollegiate ultimate game in history.
Ironically, it is the playing field where
Princeton and Rutgers played their first
intercollegiate football game. There was well
over a thousand people there that day and the
fans were getting really enthused. The people
were cheering each pull and every goal was
absolutely screaming. The game was close all
the way through. I came off the field after
scoring a point and heard this chanting "STGRK,
STORK, STERK". I really didn't connect it to
me mtil I went back on the playing field and
the chanting stopped. Apparently someone in
the crowd had drawn the obvious anatomical
connection. After that it kind...of caught on
with the players. I looked into the nature of
stork behaviour a bit and it seemed like an
admirable enough bird so I just stuck with it.
FDI: when did you start playing disc, Stork?
STCRK: when I was five years old my father
gave me what's listed in my baby book as a
plastic flying saucer. It was probably a
Pipco flying saucer. I assume that we played
a good bit with it then because there are
quite a few pictures of it around the house.
There is a slide that I saw here the other day
which shows me catching one, and it looks like
I'm about six years old. I'm wearing one of
those old Indian bead belts, my fly is down,
and I'm reaching Lp to grab a horseshoe crab
pipco thats flying in. It looks like I'm about
to take it an inverted delay, against the
spin, behind the back, but it's hard to say.
FDI: Well I guess we'll never know for
sure. You played a lot when you were younger
and you are considered by many to be a pioneer
in the sport. who are some of the other
pioneers that you met during the infancy of
the sport.
STORK: The interesting thing was that in very
much of the early going for many, many years
we didn't really know of anyone else that
played other than people we introduced to the
sport. Our family went to the World's Fair in
1963 and we ran into an early Wham-o demonstra-
tion team there. The primary thing that they
were doing that we weren't was skipping it off
the ground and catching very consistently
behind their backs and between their legs.
One of the discs happened to fly out to dad
and he of course zipped it back to them. They
said "okay, and now were going to take someone
from the audience and teach them right now".
He played with them for about an hour and
said, "if you think I'm good, you should see
my little boy play." They got me out there
and I played with them for awhile and it went
really well. At the New Vork World's Fair

continued on page 13
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Rocky Mountain Nationals
Fort Collins 

SCOTT
STARR
PHOTO

Wright grabs an
catch.

 
getting

and the
ome things areS better every year,
Ft. Collins version of the

Rocky Mountain Nationals proved
to be one of the best events of
the season. The play was out-
standing through all of the final
rounds, the crowd was excellent
(1500-2000), and the event ran on
time.

BY BILL WRIGHT

exciting quick

In freestyle, there were
three events: Open, Mixed, and
Co-op. Mixed Co-op was the
initial event with the top honors
going to Hudoklin, Zameitus, and
Rosing. Open also went to Joey
Hudoklin and his partner Larry
Imperiale. In the Co-op finals,
it looked like Joey Hudoklin

continued on page I4



continued from page 12
there also was a Wham—0 demonstration team
and, by that time, we were doing much, much
more than they were. In the early seventies I
ventured out to California and the Wham-o
people hooked me up with Spider Wills. we met
at Laguna beach and he was the first other
freestylist that I'd ever met that I didn't
turn on to the sport. He was really the first
Californian that I've ever met and it really
was an eye opener. He had things that he could
do that included the first primitive tipping
which was really an outrageous thing for me
when I think of all the ZZZZZ's I've wasted
over the years. The following season I saw
Alan Blake up at IFT doing some single finger
tipping and that was the opening of the door
for tipping. The Berkely frisbee group was

definately the most advanced group of people
in the early seventies. They had seen the
vision very early and were playing much the
same kind of freestyle game that I was playing
but with a lot more crispness and power. They
were using a lot of sidearm, a lot of multiple
skipping stuff and turning... spinning... no
regrip... that kind of thing.
FDI: The last time we talked you mentioned
scmeone who was throwing a lot of sidearms.
who was that?

STIFK: That would be Victor, Victor Malifonte.
He threw the first fmctioning sidearm that
I'd ever seen. It turned out that it was one
of the best if not the best in the world,
probably still is. we had rejected the side
arm as a tonque—in—cheek joke out of the
I.F.A. manual. He threw this thing that he
called the "Macho sidewinder" and it was
hellacious then and it still is.

FDI: Why was the U.S. Open, formerly the
World Championships, moved out of the Rose
Bowl and into La Mirada Park?

we moved out of the Rose Bowl for a
Primarily among them is

STGRK:
nunber of reasons .

the fact that it was too small to accomodate
The last time we were in their wethe event .

were marking distance discs up in the fifth
row and it was a little embarrassing asking
people where the disc had hit them. The wind
flow down at the base of tte bowl was eratic
and it really made freestyle events quite
difficult. In La Mirada Park there is a nice
combination of open space, a wonderful golf
course, and it's a nice location for the
people and media of Los Angeles. One of our
primary goals is to have people come and feel
like they are a participant in the event, and
the 3UTlOSDhere of the park lends itself to
this very well.

l-"DI: Stork, what do you think the future
holds for flying disc sports’?

STUIK: I think that it's very clear that we
have an upsurge in organizational energy again.
I think there was a bit of a dropoff right
after the pullback of the I.F.A. (International
Frisbee Association) and I think to a certain
extent that was a bit of a shock to people
because they had come to rely on it and that's
mderstandable. But now I think people are

coming to grips with the fact that it is
really going to be our responsibility as
enthusiasts to drive the sport forward and it
is true that all of that future is really
resting on a fairly fragile fabric of
enthusiasts efforts. But I have faith that
it's going to grow well and when I say grow
well I mean that my primary goals are for
improvement as an enrichening experience for
the participants. As long as we focus on
improving the quality of the participants
experience, sane of the bigger things will
come to us in natural satisfying ways as
opposed to driving forward with cormercial
goals. I agree that it's nice to have large
money purses and lots of pwlicity and various
things for events but I think that if we have
quality events that the people enjoy, the
other things will cone in their own time.

FDI: Stork, since your on the air, is there
any additional comments or statements you
would like to make?

STEFK: None other than that I enjoy the

magazine very much and think that this kind of
proffessional image or effort is one of the
things that we have always needed in the sport.

Dan Roddick grew up in Shippensburg, PA and
has been playing disc sports for 31 years.
Hecurrently resides in the L.A. area and
works for the Wham—0 Corporation.

PDGA FLASH
World Disc Golf
Championships
ROCHESTER ,

NEW YORK
JULY 27.28.29

After five rounds of grueling
competition, l7-year-old Sam Ferrans of
La Mirada, CA, finished with an impres-
sive A0 under par to give him the title.
Ferrans took second place at this year's
U.S. 0pen in La Mirada just last month.

Marie Jackson from Milwaukee, WI,
the winner of last year's World Cham-
pionships, took the Women's conpetition.

A traveling trophy for Touring
Pro of the Year was inagurated this
year and honors went to John David of
Atlanta, GA who finished this year's
tour with lll points.

New membership or $10.00 Annual
Pro Touring dues for existing Pros needs
to be sent to:

P.D.G.A.
P.0. Box 9356

St. Paul, MN 55109
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FREE CATALOG
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DISCOVERINGTHE WORLD
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(916) 756-DISC .  
   



continued from page 12

Larry Imperiale with a behind—the-back
catch.

 might sweep the tournament after
his team's routine, but the
Coloradicals came out with a
stunning performance that many
said was the best routine ever in
competition.
OPEN:
Hudoklin/Imperiale $210
Givens/Branigan $110
Schmal/Mitchell $80
Schiller/Coleman$70

CO-OP:
Coloradicals-—Wright/Branigan/

Castiglia $390
Hudoklin/Rosing/Imperiale $270
Givens/Schmal/Mitchell $180

MIXED CO-OP:
Hudoklin/Zameitus/Rosing $200
Anderson/CAstiglia/Imperiale$110
Yabe/Schmal/Mitchell $80

SCOTT
STARR
PHOTO 

Larry
partner Joey Hoduklin.

Imperiale performs a co-op with

Instructional corner: Body Bulls-
he body roll is an extremely
satisfying freestyle disc
maneuver. Simply stated, a

ody roll involves the disc
olling across the arms and
arious parts of the body (e.g.
ack roll, chest roll, leg roll).
body roll is an excellent way

3 accent a freestyle routine.
Whether catching the roll,

ontinuing the combination, or
ncorporating rolls into co—ops,
ach situation requires different
antrol methods. Slight breezes
re ideal for rolling because the
reeze will hold the disc firmly
gainst the body. All the
arying uses of and elements
1volved in body rolling will
resent different ways to achieve
we optimal roll. Its completion
1 the best form involves these
actors:

XCE THE WIND——In any amount of
:eeze, always face the wind for
>timal rolling. This will help
zep the disc afloat before
iitial contact, against the body
iring the roll, and afloat for
my continuation after the roll.

lITIAL CONTACT-—Contact the disc
> that its direction corresponds 

body position. Often
disc shoots out of

when the body is not
lined up with disc direction
(e.g. a front counterclockwise
chest roll is initiated with the
right hand and arm).
BODY MOVEMENT AND POSITIONING—-

to your
times a
control

The usual movement is to step
into the disc so that good
contact is made throughout the
roll. Good body positioning will
also make for a smoother roll;
keep your body in the natural
path of the disc. Movement tip:
Move with the spin of the disc
(to the left on a counter roll)
to have a slower controlled roll,
or move against the spin (to the
right on a counter roll) for a
faster roll (turbo).

CONSTANT CONTACT--The
disc is in

more the
constant contact with

the body, the better control and
aesthetic characteristics the
roll will have. A bouncy roll
risks wind altering and varied
control on the finish of the
roll.

DISC ANGLE—-This factor is very
important in stronger wind
conditions. A flatter angle is

higher winds, more
with indoor type

necessary in
angle is needed
conditions.

Note: All these factors can vary
depending on the actual purpose
of the roll (set, catch, brush,
etc.). Experiment with different
angles when the conditions
permit. You'll find that body
rolls can take on many different
looks when initiated at different
angles and body positions.
For the beginner: Start with the
chest roll. Place the disc in
your right hand (counterclockwise
roll), hold your right hand about
chest high, and flick the disc
towards the left hand. Stride
into the disc to maintain contact
and control. Feel how the motion
of your arms can control the
speed and direction of the disc.
Remember, it is important to try
and keep the disc on the body and
arms throughout the entire roll
for optimal control and
aesthetics. 
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’
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"' successful productions. Most
players have been on the road for
several weeks now, tuning up for
this event. Four divisions were
contested here for freestyle:
Women——Once again Stacy Anderson
and Carolyn Yabe walked away with
this division. Talk began of
eliminating a women's division
because of the lack of compe-
tition. Hopes are that mixed
pairs will become the strong
event for women to compete in.

Mixed Pairs-—John Houck and Gina
Sample came from Austin, Texas to
blow away the field. Their
superbly choreographed routine
displayed excellent use of
skating type co—ops and use of
music to enhance the performance.
Open Pairs-—Nobody shined in this
division leaving the "Blasters"
to defend their title as the
World Pairs Champions. Houck and
Elliot (4th place) showed the
only signs of any major use of
music. Otherwise, the judging
primarily relied on difficulty
and execution.SCOTT

STARR
PHOTO

Co—op——The three way division was
won by Hudoklin/Imperiale/Rosing
in a close contest. Although the
crowd response favored the
"Radicals," the judges didn't

g agree. Both teams went to great
. Chip Bell performs an "aerial bad extents to use music and disc

attHUd9”- skills together to provide an
excellent show for the viewers.

  
Chip Bell and "Crazy" John Brooks
perform on their way to taking third
place in the open division.

OPEN:
Mitchell/Schmal $420
Imperiale/Hudoklin $320
Brooks/Bell
Houck/Elliot
Rosing/Smits
Brannigan/Wright

‘3¢a~ p'

MIXED PAIRS;
Houck/Sample $210
Yabe/Brannigan
Anderson/Castiglia
CO-OP:
Hudoklin/Rosing/Imperiale $420
Wright/Branigan/Castiglia$300
Schmall/Mitchell/Givens
WOMEN'S:
Yabe/Anderson $150
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BUILDING ON DISCRAFT'S YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN J‘
DESIGNING AND PRODUCING STATE OF THE ART FLYING Q (07
DISCS, THE NEw SUPER Low PROFILE PHANTOM (X (4 ..
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THE TRUE TEST OF FLYING DISC PERFORMANCE IS THE (Ni $0 ;A.. 3
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<~- E‘ I:
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